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Understanding Kirsch Ripplefold® Drapery System
By Steve Landis

Part 1—Ordering
and Pricing

The Kirsch Ripplefold® system is becoming very popular in the Custom Window Treatment Industry.
Ripplefold Drapery Systems have been available for many years and were mainly used in commercial situations and in very Modern Décor applications. Today the straight clean look of a Ripplefold Drapery is becoming popular in many other areas. This article will answer many of the questions designers have about this
mysterious drapery design and shed light on the process of choosing, selling and pricing this treatment. This
series will not deal with the questions on fabrication, only on the selling side of the equation. If anyone has
questions on the fabrication of Ripplefold Draperies I would be glad to walk you through it.

Understanding Kirsch Ripplefold Drapery System:

Step 1—When do I use the Kirsch Ripplefold Drapery System?
- If you are looking for a nontraditional drapery heading with straight clean lines
- If you want to have maximum clearance of window and minimum stack back
- If the cost or availability of the fabric is a factor. Ripplefold Draperies make a nice
presentation with less fullness
- If you want the print of the fabric to show with little distortion but with some fullness
- If you want multiple panels going in multiple directions on the same window wall using baton draw

Step 2—How do I choose between Overlap and Butt Master Carriers
It is easy if you are choosing baton draw since it is only available with Overlap
Master Carriers
If you are ordering a traverse rod you can choose. Overlap has that traditional
look and may block the light and give a bit more privacy. Butt masters are also
popular for the clean look when they are open. It looks like your center carriers
are actually returns and they close off the center of the draperies.

Step 3—How do I determine the correct fullness for my situation?
After you have determined that you want to use the Ripplefold Drapery System and what style of master
carriers you want, the next thing to consider is what fullness to use.
Ripplefold Headings are offered in 4 Fullness Levels (see pic next page)
 120% = Deluxe Fullness for sheers and light weight fabrics
 100% = Custom Fullness for lined medium weight fabrics

80% = Economy Fullness for heavy weight fabrics, interlined or bump lining

60% = Commercial Fullness when Price is the main factor
There are other considerations when determining fullness. In part one we gave some reasons for using
Ripplefold. Let’s look at these reasons in a little more detail.
If you are looking for a nontraditional drapery heading with straight clean lines
Ripplefold is becoming very popular and is being shown in many design publications. They are also being featured in many of the high end design firms around the country.
If you want to have maximum clearance of window and minimum stack back
Ripplefold is known for its better than average stack back feature. However that can be tricky. Stack back is
always a function of fullness, number of pleats, the weight of the fabric and how many layers of fabric. To
achieve minimum stacking area always choose light weight fabrics, unlined if possible and the least amount
of fullness the client will accept.
Another key consideration when stack back is important is choosing the right rod. If you want to have the
best chance of having the least stack back ALWAYS choose one of the corded Ripplefold rods. Ripplefold
snap tape acts as a spring and wants to expand. The traverse cord and the tension pulley hold the stack from
growing. The new ball bearing roller carriers are great for ease of operation but do allow the stack back to
grow more than if you specify the traditional slide carrier.
If availability of fabric is limited and is not enough to do traditional heading with custom fullness
The lower the fullness the less fabric is needed. When you have a limited amount of fabric the fullness decision is easy. Simply go to the yardage chart and read across the Finished Length row until you find the last
yardage needed less than the yardage available. Read up the column until you find the width needed. Then
read to the left to find the maximum fullness.
If the cost of the fabric is a factor. Ripplefold Draperies make a nice presentation with less fullness
This decision is actually a compromise between two factors, price and style. You should record the labor
price and yardage required for all four fullness's. Multiply the yardage by the cost of the fabric and add the
labor. You will get your cost factors and that you must weigh against the type of look your client wants. You
can use the top view of each fullness on the next page to show your customer the relative fullness’s in order
to make an informed decision.
If you want the print of the fabric to show with little distortion but with some fullness
Use the top view of each fullness on the next page to show your customer the relative fullnesses in order to
make an informed decision. 60% fullness will show off the fabric pattern the best
If you want multiple panels going in multiple directions on the same wall of windows using baton draw
Many homes today use the open concept and may have larger walls with multiple windows and sliders. If
your client would like the versatility of using multiple panels able to stack in both directions, then the baton
draw Ripplefold rod is your answer. The new ball bearing carriers make the drapery slide very easily. Just remember that they also allow the drapery to spring back toward the center.
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This diagram gives you a top view of the four different fullnesses
offered in Ripplefold. This will be helpful in determining the proper
fullness for your situation.
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Step 4—How do I determine Price and Yardage
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You can write up you order and submit it for a free quote which will take
one to two days. Or you can learn the MYL Custom Classic pricing system
and become self sufficient.
The two charts on the following pages will allow you to find the (1)labor
price and the yardage requirement. Multiply the yardage requirement by
your (2)fabric and (3)lining costs and add all three together - you have
your price. This allows you to give a firm price to your customer and let
MYL worry about all of the figuring. If you have never used our pricing
system this may seem a bit overwhelming. However it is
very simple once you get the hang of it.
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Lets do a short example.
We want to order a lined Ripplefold drapery pair 100” overall width including 3 1/2”returns by 75” long
We decided on 120% fullness with butt master carriers lined with standard lining
The butt master carrier chart is on page 19 and the product # is L1179
- Go to the top of the chart and find the 120% fullness row
- Read across to the 1st column greater than 100” which is 110”
- Follow the column down to the row for “# of Cuts” and see that the drapery will take 5 cuts
- Under the cuts the column splits to Pair (Pr) & Panel (Pan). Since we are doing a pair the retail labor
cost is $402
- Next you find the yardage needed by continuing down that same column
- Stop when you hit the first row with a finished length greater than your finished length.
- In this example the row that says 75” is the row with the correct yardage for solid fabrics
- The yardage at that intersection says 13 1/2 yards.
- If your fabric is solid multiply yardage by your retail fabric price & retail lining price to find Retail price
- Now add (1) Labor, (2) Fabric and (3) lining together to get the price of the drapery
What if the fabric has a repeat? The MYL pricing system has an added benefit. The chart will calculate for any
repeat up to 27” if you follow this one rule: If the yardage for your treatment is on an unshaded line you must
go down an additional line to get the yardage for a printed face fabric. If the yardage for your treatment is on a
shaded line you do not go down an additional line but use that yardage for printed fabrics.
Note: It is always best to order your Ripplefold hardware from the workroom that is fabricating your drapery.
In that way we can coordinate the Drapery and the hardware. You only need to write one purchase order and
you have no out of pocket expense until the job is complete and delivered with the MYL One-Stop Advantage.
My next article will continue with explaining how to sell Ripplefold by discussing the hardware options, how to
know what rod to order, what is available, measuring tips, etc.
As always, the MYL Marketplace is open and ready to help answer questions about our products and services.
You can contact Michele and April at mylmarketplace@mylltd.com

